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Abstract

Monitoring of graphite behaviour in Nuclear Electric Magnox and AGR reactors is necessary
to support operating safety cases and to ensure that reactor operation is optimised to sustain
the necessary core integrity for the economic life of the reactors.

The monitoring programme combines studies of pre-characterised "installed" samples with
studies on samples trepanned from within the cores and also with studies of core and channel
geometry using specially designed equipment. Nuclear Electric has two trepanning machines
originally designed for Magnox-reactor work which have been used for a substantial
programme over many years. They have recently been upgraded to improve sampling speed,
safety and versatility - the last being demonstrated by their adaptation for a recently-won
contract associated with decommissioning the Windscale piles.

Radiological hazards perceived when the AGR trepanning system was designed resulted in
very cumbersome equipment. This has worked well but has been inconvenient in operation.
The development of a smaller and improved system for deploying the equipment is now
reported.

Channel dimension monitoring equipment is discussed in detail with examples of data
recovered from both Magnox and AGR cores. A resolution of ± 2 ' of arc (tilt) and ± 0.01
mm change in diameter in attainable. It is also theoretically possible to establish brick
stresses by measuring geometry changes which result from trepanning. Current development
work on a revolving scanning laser rangefinder which will enable the measurement of
diameters to a resolution of 0.001 mm will also be discussed.

This paper also discusses non-destructive techniques for crack detection employing ultrasound
or resistance networks, the use of special manipulators to deliver inspection and repair
equipment and recent developments to install displacement monitors in peripheral regions of
the cores, to aid the understanding of the interaction of the restraint system with the core -
the region subject to the greatest stresses in normal operation.

1. INTRODUCTION

To underwrite the continued safe operation of graphite reactor moderators, it is desirable to
have in place programmes of sampling and inspection. For regulatory purposes it is strictly
necessary only to be able to demonstrate that each reactor is safe to operate at least until its
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next planned maintenance shutdown; for commercial purposes it is clearly desirable to have
a much longer-term view and to be in a position where the economic operating life of the
core is optimised on the basis of a complete understanding of its future behaviour under
irradiation.

The UK graphite reactors are either of the Magnox or AGR type. Magnox reactors are
currently operated by Nuclear Electric pic and British Nuclear Fuels pic, the former
organisation succeeding the Central Electricity Generating Board which was a nationalised
utility covering England and Wales. Two additional Magnox reactors, now decommissioning
along with four Nuclear Electric reactors, were formerly operated by the South of Scotland
Electricity Board. AGRs are operated by Nuclear Electric pic and Scottish Nuclear Ltd.

In the early days of the graphite reactors there was considerable uncertainty about the long-
term behaviour of the material, and this was reflected in the provision in the earliest reactors
of a very large number of installed pre-characterised samples - approximately 16,000 in the
Bradwell reactors, for example. As confidence and experience grew, these numbers reduced
considerably in the later plant but all reactors, both Magnox and AGR, retain this facility.
The designs of the Heysham 1 and Hartlepool AGR cores did not in fact provide for suitable
interstitial channels for graphite samples but a small number have nonetheless been
introduced, albeit in peripheral locations. In these reactors the intention was to rely
primarily on the trepanning of samples from core bricks, a practice first introduced in the
BNF Magnox reactors but progressively extended to all plant.

Trepanning, which has the advantage of providing a precise indication of the state of fuel-
channel graphite (and in some cases material from interstitial channels too), is now the
principal graphite sampling technique employed by Nuclear Electric. The one disadvantage
is that there is some small uncertainty in the virgin properties of trepanned samples, since
few graphite bricks were pre-characterised and, even within these, there is variability in some
properties. However, errors introduced by this become progressively less significant as total
irradiation increases. The general state of core graphite chemical, physical and mechanical
properties is usually assessed from measurements on a combination of trepanned and pre-
characterised material.

There are three principal issues for which monitoring data are relevant:

(i) Theoretical accident analysis: the principal concern here is the potential for ingress
of air to a hot core in a steel-pressure-vessel Magnox reactor, as analysed by two
codes: 'RHASD', which looks at the subsequent behaviour of graphite and fuel
temperatures, and CFIRE, which is used to demonstrate that, in the highly
improbable event of a channel fire, it cannot spread to adjacent channels. In this case
it is the chemical properties of the graphite and associated reactive carbonaceous
deposit which are of greatest importance, together with physical properties relating
to gas transport (including radiolytic weight loss) and the accumulation of stored
(Wigner) energy;

(ii) Moderating capability: this is related primarily to weight loss. However, loss of
moderation is a commercial issue rather than a safety issue; and

(iii) Core structural integrity: again, the implications of increasing weight loss are
important, as are the changing physical and mechanical properties of the individual
components together with the overall core geometry.
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Structural-integrity assessment requires an understanding of how stresses develop within the
graphite components which make up the core, and how the separate effects of neutron
'damage', ionising radiation (leading to weight loss) and temperature interact to bring about
the overall changes. Small sample data covering properties such as tensile and compressive
strength, Young's modulus, density, dimensional change and the coefficient of thermal
expansion are extremely important in integrity analysis, which must also consider the impact
of external loadings and, additionally, needs a viable criterion for loss of core functionality
(which is discussed in AGR Core Safety Assessment Methodologies by McLachlan et al at
this conference).

In moving to a new core assessment methodology fuel channel and control rod channel
geometries are assuming a much greater significance. Tools have been developed for
introduction into both Magnox and AGR cores during reactor shutdown to provide
information on brick ovality, tilt and bow, and overall column tilt and bow, together with
indications of the development of 'steps' between bricks (or, in the earlier Magnox reactors,
between tiles and bricks). Work is continuing to extract more relevant and significant
information from these data.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the range of 'intrusive' tools for the study of the
core, covering both trepanning equipment and bore monitoring devices. The discussion also
covers the deployment of more specialised manipulators and robot devices which have been
employed for more specific tasks in and around the cores. Due to the different physical size
of the fuel channels in the Magnox and AGR cores, the monitoring equipment deployed is
different for each reactor type although the functions they carry out are similar.

2. MAGNOX CORE MONITORING EQUIPMENT

The monitoring requirements are firstly for detailed measurements of the shape of the fuel
and control rod channels and secondly for providing graphite samples from them. Two
entirely separate devices are used. 'Norebore' is used to measure the channel geometry
while the Magnox Graphite Trepanning equipment is used for obtaining samples.

2.1 Magnox Channel Profile Equipment

The need to make measurements of fuel element geometry was appreciated right from the
start of operation of the Magnox reactors and each Power Station was equipped with a device
known as a "Creeping Weasel". This was an entirely mechanical device in which a set of
four orthogonal feelers protruding from the sides of a cylindrical body produced a trace on
a cylindrical drum. The drum was rotated by a wheel rolling on the surface of the fuel
channel. The problems with this device were the difficulties in analysing the data which first
had to be extracted from the drum using a travelling microscope. The device also lacked the
capability to measure channel tilt. De-convolution of the traces was further complicated by
the effects of the passage of the "road wheels" at the ends of the device across the brick
joints. The device was fine so long as nothing changed.

By the mid 1980's the expected irradiation induced dimensional changes in bore diameter
were being noted in the Magnox cores and more extensive and accurate measurements were
required. A system which was safe and quick to operate and which produced data in an
accessible form was needed.
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Bore
Measurement
Fingers

Figure 1. Magnox Channel Measurement Unit 'Norebore'

The Norebore equipment was developed in 1985 by a team of CEGB engineers based in
Manchester and was first deployed in Trawsfynydd Power Station. Figure 1 shows the
NOREBORE unit. The cylindrical body is supported on the axis of the fuel channel by
upper and lower finger mechanisms. The mechanisms are deployed and retracted by
pneumatic cylinders and are linked in a way that enables them to operate within oval bores.
The lower pairs of fingers are connected to linear potentiometers and linked to provide bore
measurements on orthogonal axes. Midway between the upper and lower finger mechanisms
are mounted two inclinometers with their sensitive axes aligned with the finger pairs. The
unit hangs on a flexible but torsionally stiff braided hose through which the electrical,
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pneumatic and cooling services run. The umbilical is hung from the crane hoist, the unit
lowered into the required channel and then raised steadily. Vertical movement is not
measured directly but is inferred from the indications of the brick gaps.

A typical measuring campaign will involve measuring a total of four to ten channels at two
or three standpipe locations. The measurements are read directly into a computer on pile cap
and, after processing, printed out as linear plots of diameters and inclinations. From these
data the diameter information leads directly to bore shrinkage. Interestingly, in the reactors
that have tiles within the core construction, their bores are distinctly oval. The shrinkage in
the parallel and perpendicular extrusion directions of graphite are different and the tiles are
manufactured with the two extrusion directions in the same plane. An example of the
diameter plot is shown in Figure 2. The inclination data is used to determine the bow of the
individual bricks (due to differential irradiation induced shrinkage) and the tilt of each brick
in the channel. The tilt reading of each brick includes the actual tilt of the brick plus a
calibration constant off-set. Thus for most channel measurements the only information that
can be extracted is the relative tilt of one brick to the next which can be used to define an
overall channel bow. More recently measurement have been made in two orientations 180°
apart which allows the true tilt of each brick to be determined. Example of brick bow and
channel bow are shown in Figure 2. All these channels surround an interstitial channel
which is used for control rods. This asymmetry produces differential axial shrinkage across
the bricks resulting in the bowing patterns observed. The overall channel bow is consistent
across the channels and is not determined by the brick bow alone.

2.2 Magnox Trepanning Equipment

The machine most frequently in use in Nuclear Electric dates back to the late 1970's and was
first used at Oldbury in 1982. The history of trepanning goes back much earlier than this
to the 1960's when samples were trepanned from the Windscale Piles, ten years after the fire
on Pile 1.

The early trepanning machines were much simpler than those we now use and did not have
the safety features of the current machines. Although the early machines had a good track
record for reliability eventually a serious failure occurred and, unfortunately, there is now
a trepanning machine permanently installed in a reactor at Chapelcross. Figure 3 shows one
of the current machines.

The body of the machines is a cylinder about 1.3m long and 85 mm diameter. It carries a
cutting head driven by an air motor and 2 pairs of pneumatically operated jacks to press it
firmly against the fuel channel wall. The cutter is hemispherical in shape and coated with
abrasive compound. In the centre of the cutting face is a hole 12mm in diameter in which
the sample is cut. The sample is broken off by tilting the cutter and remains inside the cutter
while the tool is withdrawn from the reactor. The cutter is rotated by an air motor at 300
rpm and a sample cut in 1 to 2 minutes. Dust created during cutting is collected via an air
driven ejector exhausting into a filter housed in the nose of the machine. The early machines
used a cylindrical cutter and it was one of these which became jammed while cutting at
Chapelcross.

In order not to repeat this experience our Magnox machines carry a number of safety features
which enable them to be recovered should any of the mechanisms fail. The worst failure
condition would be with the jacks and the tool fully deployed. By using a spherical cutter
an upwards pull (axial to the fuel channel) will cause the cutter to push back into the tool.
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Figure 3. Magnox Trepanning Tool and Camera Module
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A special link and shear pin within the actuating mechanism enables this to happen.
Similarly each of the jacks has a cam feature on the end which will rotate and release if the
tool is pulled upwards.

One tool is currently being modified to trepan samples from the Windscale Piles as part of
the current decommissioning preparations. As a consequence we have been carrying out a
number of safety trials. Possibly the most interesting finding has been the result of tests to
measure the temperature of the graphite during cutting. The cutter does not have the
appearance of a particularly efficient device, however, measuring the temperature
immediately adjacent to the cutting face has shown a temperature rise of only 2 or 3 degrees
centigrade. This finding has significantly reduced concerns about releasing Wigner energy
during cutting at Windscale.

For completeness it should be noted that the technology for reaming/straightening channels
is also developed although, in Nuclear Electric plant, it has been deployed only once. To
assist with the recovery of a dropped fuel grab component in a reactor at Wylfa, a device to
widen the channel slightly in an upper reflector brick was prepared and sucessfully deployed.
The procedure involved removing about lmm of graphite from around the grab weight which
had become jammed into the top of a fuel channel. The recovery operation took three days
to complete and subsequent inspection revealed minimal damage to the reactor. However,
the documentation and approvals to carry out the work took about three weeks to obtain.

3. AGR CORE MONITORING EQUIPMENT

Unlike the Magnox equipment which is shared between several stations, each of Nuclear
Electric's AGRs has its own set of equipment for channel bore monitoring and obtaining
graphite samples. Although the reactors themselves have significantly different core designs,
the bore diameters are the same (except for Dungeness B) and thus these units are
remarkably similar, the main differences being minor enhancements in the later equipments
as compared with the earlier ones. The deployment equipment, of which the main component
is a long tube assembly, was intended to provide significant radiation shielding. As a
consequence of its length the tube is difficult to handle and has created a number of technical
problems. To minimise the time required for the measuring and sampling operations the two
tools can be joined and deployed together if both trepanning and bore measurements are
required. Alternatively the tools can be used separately.

3.1 AGR Channel Bore Measuring Unit (CBMU)

The CBMU, figure 4, is very similar in concept to the Norebore tool but is based around a
200 mm diameter tube approximately 2 metres long and is entirely electrically operated.
Four pairs of sprung guide wheels locate the unit on the axis of the fuel channel. Four
spring-back fingers are deployed from the central cylinder to monitor the bore. On the early
machines the fingers have pointed tips with 0.5mm lands capable of clearly identifying the
profiles of brick joints and other features. In the later models these have been replaced with
radiused fingers which are less likely to cause retrieval problems but do tend to average out
local surface deformities.

Once again the data is retrieved by computer, the basic information being diameter and tilt.
In this case however since the feelers are separate from the wheels at either end of the unit,
the four feelers enable information of diameter, ovality and brick bow to be determined while
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Figure 4. AGR Channel Bore Measuring Unit (CBMU)

the inclinometers give tilt data. As with Norebore, the tilt data can be used to measure
channel bow from relative brick tilt and two measurements 180° apart are required to
determine true tilt. Examples of the data are given in Figure 5.

3.2 AGR Trepanning Unit (TTU)

The CBMU and trepanning units were designed to be deployed simultaneously in a fuel
channel to minimise the inspection and sampling times. The two units are hung on a stiff
tube supported either from the pile cap crane, which then raises and lowers the units, or from
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a motorised head gear. All the services pass to the units via the tubes which also provide
a torsionally stiff member to control alignment. The assembly is over 30m long.

The trepanning tool was designed to be able to cut the samples required from a channel,
possibly up to 16 samples, without being brought to the pile cap. This was achieved by
using a vacuum recovery unit to transport the samples from the tool to the pile cap. A
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collection and bottling plant then deposited each sample into a transport container. This
recovery process works reasonable well but there are other disadvantages with the design,
some of which still remain to be resolved.

The cutter design is very similar to that employed in the early Magnox machines and pre-
dates the hemispherical cutter in the current Magnox unit. As a result of the Chapelcross
experience and to minimise the risk of not being able to withdraw the cutter, the tool has
three independent withdrawal systems. Two are air motor driven but the final system is
entirely manual depending on a drive shaft which passes through the support tubes. Although
the cutter contains compressed air and vacuum passages for clearing the debris from the
cutting face the graphite dust has proved extremely mobile. Dust still penetrates into the
cutter support and drive system in spite of sealing arrangements to prevent ingress. After
three to four cuts the cutter drive and advance system tightens up, increasing the probability
of cutter seizure. Raising the tool to the surface and cleaning the cutter and drive has
proved to be the only course of action. This of course defeats the original design objective
of single insertion and increases the sampling time considerably.

The second problem relates to orientation. The AGR bricks are a complex shape and contain
a number of vertical methane holes as well as the vertical key slots on the outside. These
features limit the positions at which samples may be cut. Alignment arrangements on pile
cap restrict the accuracy to which the cutting position can be controlled. As a consequence
samples may sometimes contain methane holes which can unfortunately cause problems for
data analysis. Alignment can be improved by viewing the first hole cut and making
adjustments to the tool position for subsequent cuts. Unfortunately this again involves
removing the tool to enable a camera to be lowered in to the view the sample site. A
solution could be to mount a camera on the tool. Unfortunately, while we have TV cameras
which will remain functional for a few hours inside an AGR core, the problems of lens
browning and electronic disruption currently preclude deploying systems for longer times.

To date only a small number of trepanned samples have been taken from AGR cores. We
have just completed a sampling campaign at Hunterston B Power Station for Scottish Nuclear
Ltd using a combination of the trepanning head from Hinkley B (Hunterston's sister station)
and a commissioning hoist from Heysham 1. With this arrangement we recovered the
samples singly and took only 2 days in-core to obtain the samples.

3.3 Additional AGR Core Monitoring

As discussed in other papers at this conference it is believed that the AGR core brick taken
to high neutron doses will eventually fail due to internally generated stresses as a result of
irradiation induced changes in the graphite properties. There have been other projects
undertaken within Nuclear Electric to address the measurement of internal stresses and the
detection of cracked bricks.

To date, three methods of measuring brick internal stress have been considered:

(i) Acoustic Emission occurs when graphite is stressed. The Kaiser Effect occurs when,
during stressing, no acoustic emission is detected until a previous stress level is
exceeded. The plan was to use a trepanned slice of graphite in 3-point bend with the
Kaiser Effect allowing the internal stresses to be assessed. However, this effect was
demonstrated to occur only in unirradiated graphites. More details of Acoustic
Emission and this work will be given by Neighbour a al in this conference.
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(ii) When a brick is trepanned the stresses produce a relaxation in the brick which results
in a slight change in the ovality of the brick bore. A pair of trepanned holes opposite
each other at the same height result in about l/xw ovality difference for the levels of
stress expected prior to brick failure. Trepanning a series of holes increases this
ovality difference. An additional measuring head is being developed by Remote
Operations, which employs a spinning laser array. Bench tests have demonstrated
that the head is capable of resolving changes of 0. lpm in the bore of a graphite brick
which should enable a stress assessment to be made. It is anticipated that a
prototype head will be deployed in mid 1996 at Hinkley Point B.

(iii) Using again the fact that trepanning relaxes the stresses, the third idea under
consideration is to attach a strain gauge to the fuel channel wall in the channel where
the trepanning will take place. The graphite would then be trepanned and the strain
relaxation on the sample measured. This can be used to determine the internal
stresses within the brick. This technique is still under development within the
laboratory; however early indications are favourable.

4. CORE RESTRAINT MONITORING

In all our reactors overall core geometry is maintained by a dynamic restraint structure
surrounding the core. This structure enables the core to expand and contract while
maintaining the alignment of the graphite bricks. Proof of the integrity and operation of the
core restraint is essential for continued operation. On our AGR cores routine TV inspection
is the current requirement but on the older Magnox stations, where steel oxidation could
cause some of these structures to seize, more exhaustive inspections are required.
Photographic and TV inspections at different temperatures can often demonstrate that
temperature compensation is operating adequately. However, on two power stations,
Bradwell and Hinkley Point A, measurement transducers have been installed to confirm the
restraint operation. At Bradwell, electrical transducers were installed using fixings to
existing holes in the restraint structure. Data analysis has subsequently proved quite difficult
as a result of the effects of temperature and radiation on the calibration of the transducers.

More recently we have installed four entirely mechanical measurement devices into Hinkley
Point A to avoid the problems of cabling, instrument reliability and calibration of electrical
devices. The devices for Hinkley Point incorporate four fingers which overlap an anvil by
varying amounts between 1.5 and 10 mm. The fingers are attached to the restraint pin and
the anvil to the core. The amount of relative movement during a cycle of operation will be
revealed by the number of fingers which have fallen from the anvil.

Installing these devices involved remote drilling and handling which are now routine in-
reactor operations. However, installation also necessitated drilling and making attachments
directly to the core graphite, the first time we had attempted such work. Figure 6 shows the
sequence of operations from remote drilling of the core restraint pins by a manipulator -
borne drilling package, through jig-drilling of the adjacent graphite to installation and arming
of the devices. The 28 operations were completed in less than 12 hours. We will obtain our
first results in February 1996.

Although the devices are very simple in principle the equipment used to perform the
installations employs the very latest in control and graphics technology. Our manipulators,
which are inserted into the reactor through standpipes only 225mm in diameter, are capable
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of carrying work packages weighing 100kg to ranges of over 4m and positioning with
millimetre accuracy.

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Core Surveillance is a continuously developing technology. The knowledge that overall
behaviour of irradiated graphite reactor cores is not yet fully understood, together with the
acknowledged drawbacks in some of the existing technology, provides the impetus for a
programme of further improvements.

As an example, all in-core measurements and sampling activities rely on preliminary TV
inspections of fuel channels for signs of any abnormalities or distress. However, in-core TV
inspections are themselves far from straightforward. The life expectancy of TV tubes and
lenses within an AGR core can be counted in hours or days for even the most radiation
tolerant types. The most radiation tolerant tubes require very bright lights and, to obtain
noise-free pictures video enhancement systems are necessary. To identify features such as
cracks and distinguish them from scratches or machining marks therefore requires skill and
experience.

Since the mid 1980's the CEGB and subsequently Nuclear Electric have had a number of
research and development programmes investigating other methods of core surveillance to
back up these visual inspections. These investigations included the application of ultrasonic
imaging and electrical methods to identify cracks. The electrical methods investigated
included the use of the graphite component as an element in a resistance network. This
proved to be the most promising method for in-core bricks. The generation of eddy currents,
a well established technique for graphite fuel sleeve testing proved more difficult to apply
to core bricks.

Ultrasonic imaging in graphite is extremely difficult because of both brick geometry and the
grain structure of the material and is further complicated by the back echoes from the
methane holes present in most AGR bricks. Investigations have shown that selection of beam
angles and frequencies must be very precise to achieve reliable inspection results.

Both ultrasonic and electrical inspection methods have the potential for further development.
These techniques, along with the new inspection devices described earlier should enable
Nuclear Electric to respond to future monitoring requirements in support of the core integrity
safety cases for its graphite moderated reactors.
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